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1.1. **Description.** A dedicated building for conducting battle staff training and constructive simulation. Usually includes a large clear span room used either as a reconfigurable amphitheater (for example, terrain board) or auditorium (for example, electronic battlefield imaging) and dedicated, separate rooms large enough to accommodate complete staff elements of organizations that are battalion-sized or above (for example, S-1 through S-8) with computer terminals interlinked to a central server that replicates tactical dispersion sites on a battlefield (for example, Mission Support Training Facility) or can be used for the conduct of command post exercises. Facilities in this category also may require additional space to accommodate opposing force staff elements of similar organizational size. Differs from both Automation-Aided Instruction Building, whose separate classrooms are intended to deliver instruction or courses that are not dependent upon interaction with activities conducted in adjacent classrooms and Battle Lab, which is dedicated to developing new technologies, organization composition, or war-fighting doctrine using primarily electronically generated staff elements.

1.2. A defined facility standard is not currently available for this CATCODE. By default, all requirements are user justified until a standard is established or adopted.